Imaging stretched single DNA molecules by pulsed-force-mode atomic force microscopy.
The effect of a surface water layer on DNA strands deposited on a substrate was studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM). DNA molecules were deposited and stretched on chemically modified glass coverslips by a molecular combing method. Lambda bacteriophage DNA molecules were aligned on the organosilane-modified substrate surfaces by chemical and physical adsorption during the molecular combing. The combed DNA molecules were observed in humidity-controlled air and in aqueous solutions by pulsed-force-mode AFM (PFM-AFM). Chemical modification of cantilevers with an Au-coated tip by organothiol compounds was also applied to DNA observation. Mapping adhesive forces in aqueous media was useful to discriminate chemically the DNA strands from the substrate surface. The results suggest that PFM-AFM can be used widely to image the stretched DNA molecules on the silane-modified substrates.